HOW TO WRITE A CITATION
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Yes

You need to write a
citation

Find a guide for
that style on the
library website.

Do you know what
kind of source it is?

Did your professor
tell you what
style to use?

No
No

TIP:

Yes

Figure out what
style to use based
on your
discipline/subject.

The library website lists
some commonly used
styles by subject. You can
also do an internet search
for YOUR SUBJECT +
"citation style".

Figure out what
kind of source it
is so you can cite
it properly.

Did you find
it online?

No

THE KINDS OF
QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF:
- Is this a book?
- Is it a chapter in a book written by
someone different from the editor of
the book (these types of books are
called "edited books" or
"anthologies")?
- Is this an article in a journal,
magazine, or newspaper?
- Is this an image or video?
- Etc...

Read through the
examples on the
citation guide to find
the one that most
closely matches your
source.

Yes

Determine whether it's a
" web source" or
a journal/magazine/newspaper
article that just happens to be
published online. See " Web
Source or Journal Article" on the
Colorado State University Library
website for help.

Find an example
on the citation
guide for the
correct type of
source.

Figure out which
parts of your
source you need
in order to write
a citation.

Write your citation based
on the example in your
style guide

Follow the 15 Minute Rule:
TIPS:

15 minutes of trying, but still can't
figure it out?
Ask a Librarian!

TIPS:

Pay close attention to detail
here. Look to see how the
author names are written, what
is italicized, underlined, or in
bold, what punctuation is used,
and how capitalization appears.

- On the citation guide, look for
"general" or "generic"
examples.
- If your source has multiple
authors, do you need to list all
of them?
- If the citation guide doesn't
have a general guide, try to
dissect a citation and figure out
what each portion is.

